Senior Applied Fellowship Programme

Pixel, SCT, and TRT are looking to hire one CERN applied fellow (2+1 years) as a shared computing expert to work on software tasks and software organization of the three ID systems.

The candidate should have experience with programming (C++, python), software management (gitlab, JIRA), virtualization, web interfaces, kerberos, and databases beyond the level of a typical physicists, and be capable to work independently without close supervision.

Prior work experience in high energy physics experiments, as well as some knowledge about detectors would be a plus.

Both physicists and software engineers are welcome to apply. The application deadline for the CERN fellowship is the 1st of September.

For specific questions about the job, please contact the Inner Detector project leaders.

https://jobs.smartrecruiters.com/CERN/743999740814430-senior-applied-fellowship-programme?trid=3320305b-0f5f-4245-a3a4-e2e46bc46590